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ELECTRIC HAND PLANER CE120P

€420,43 (excl. VAT)

This Virutex electric hand scraper is specifically designed to be very ergonomic and is suitable for both
right and left-handed people. This planer is comfortable to use and well-balanced, guaranteeing comfort
and precision at all times. The unit is equipped with a base plate of 316mm length. Just like the Virutex
GR120P long hand planer, this machine has a number of electronic features for increased safety and

comfort while working.

Standard delivery with reversible blade in high quality carbide (widia) & connector for dust extraction.
Several accessories optionally available including: a handy PVC case, a guide to work even more

precisely, a base to allow the CE120P to be used stationary as well.

SKU: VIR-CE120P
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This Virutex electric hand scraper is specifically designed to be very ergonomic and is suitable for both right
and left-handed people. This planer is comfortable to use and well-balanced, guaranteeing comfort and

precision at all times. The unit is equipped with a base plate of 316mm length. Just like the Virutex GR120P long
hand planer, this machine has a number of electronic features for increased safety and comfort while working.
Standard delivery with reversible blade in high quality carbide (widia) & connector for dust extraction. Several
accessories optionally available including: a handy PVC case, a guide to work even more precisely, a base to

allow the CE120P to be used stationary as well.
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The rabbeting depth can be easily adjusted up to 25mm using a lateral adjustment foot. With a single push of a
button, you can change the side along which the machine ejects the shavings. Both sides of the machine are
equipped with an exhaust for dust extraction. At the front, the machine has a rest shoe to avoid the blades

coming into contact with the workpiece when machine is parked, this avoiding damage to surfaces. The CE120P
is the only planer, along with the model GR120P, that permits lateral planning of overlaps of up to 1 mm and a

maximum rabbeting height of 25 mm.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Hand planer
For both right- and left-handed people

Reversible ejection of shavings
Exhaust on both sides

Vertical planing of up to 1mm & height 25mm

DESCRIPTION

This Virutex electric hand scraper is specifically designed to be very ergonomic and is suitable for both right
and left-handed people. This planer is comfortable to use and well-balanced, guaranteeing comfort and

precision at all times. The unit is equipped with a base plate of 316mm length. Just like the Virutex GR120P long
hand planer, this machine has a number of electronic features for increased safety and comfort while working.
Standard delivery with reversible blade in high quality carbide (widia) & connector for dust extraction. Several
accessories optionally available including: a handy PVC case, a guide to work even more precisely, a base to

allow the CE120P to be used stationary as well. The rabbeting depth can be easily adjusted up to 25mm using a
lateral adjustment foot. With a single push of a button, you can change the side along which the machine ejects

the shavings. Both sides of the machine are equipped with an exhaust for dust extraction. At the front, the
machine has a rest shoe to avoid the blades coming into contact with the workpiece when machine is parked,
this avoiding damage to surfaces. The CE120P is the only planer, along with the model GR120P, that permits

lateral planning of overlaps of up to 1 mm and a maximum rabbeting height of 25 mm.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 3,8 kg

Input Power 750W

Cutting depth 0-4mm

Planing width 82mm

Maximum planing depth 25mm

No-load speed 13000rpm


